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Considerations on the Numerical
Modeling and Performance
of Axial Swirlers Under Relight
Conditions
Numerical modeling of aero engine combustors under relight conditions is a matter of
continuously increasing importance due to the demanding engine certification regula-
tions. In order to reduce the complexity and the cost of the numerical modeling, common
practice is to replace the atomizer’s swirlers with velocity profiles boundary conditions,
very often scaled down from nominal operating conditions assuming similarity of the
swirler flowfield. The current numerical study focuses on the flowfield characteristics of
an axially swirled atomizer operating within a windmilling engine environment. The scal-
ability of the velocity profile from higher power settings is examined. Observations on the
performance of the axial swirler under relight conditions are also made. Experimental
data was used as a validation platform for the numerical solver, after a grid sensitivity
study and a turbulence model selection process. Boundary conditions for simulating the
windmilling environment were extracted from experimental work. The swirler axial and
tangential velocity profiles were normalized using the swirler inlet velocity. Results
showed that both profiles are only scalable for windmilling conditions of high flight
Mach number (� 0.5). At low flight Mach numbers, the actual profile had a lower velocity
than that predicted through scaling. The swirl number was found to deteriorate signifi-
cantly with the flight velocity following a linear trend, reducing significantly the expected
flame quality. As a consequence the burner is forced to operate at the edge of its stability
loop with low certainty regarding its successful relight. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4007132]

1 Introduction

An aero engine’s relight capability is a critical step in the certi-
fication requirement, and a major challenge in terms of the
combustor’s design. Under subidle conditions, including altitude
relight and windmilling, the air mass flow rate through the engine
is very low. The compressors rotate at low speed (windmilling) or
remain in a static condition (locked-rotor), creating a pressure
drop rather than a pressure rise as demonstrated by Vincent et al.
[1]. The conditions at the combustor inlet are therefore very dif-
ferent from nominal operation. Numerical methods often used to
understand the phenomena that dominate the combustor’s per-
formance under far off-design conditions. This is due to their
impact on the fuel spray’s characteristics (Caines et al. [2], Beck
et al. [3], and Kozaily et al. [4]) and, therefore, on the engine’s
relight capability.

To reduce the complexity of the combustor numerical model,
the swirler geometry is often omitted. The flowfield is created
using an inlet velocity profile boundary condition, scaled accord-
ing to the operating condition being simulated. However, scaling
of velocity profiles may introduce errors at conditions of very low
air flow rate and low density—which are typical of altitude
relight—due to low Reynolds number effects. It would be, there-
fore, useful to determine at which conditions velocity profile scal-
ing is valid, due to the influence on the flame dynamics and
stability, and the direct effect on assessing the engine’s relight
capability. The swirl number (SN) characterizes the amount of
rotation imparted to the axial flow by the swirler, indicating the
intensity of the swirl which creates the recirculation zone. This

recirculating flow improves the flame stability in the combustor
and can reduce the flame length as shown in Fig. 1, thereby
minimizing the combustor volume which is designed to meet the
altitude relight criteria, but is otherwise oversized for nominal
operating conditions. Though the swirl number depends on the
swirler’s geometrical design, Sheen et al. [5] have shown that, in
the case of radial swirlers, conditions of low flow reduce the swirl
number. This will have a direct influence on the flow field, reduc-
ing the swirl intensity and changing the nature of the recirculation
zone, as shown by Chatterjee et al. [6]. A correlation that predicts
the swirl number in terms of the swirler’s inlet conditions at wind-
milling would predict the intensity and reverse flow magnitude of
the flowfield during an altitude relight, in an attempt to minimize
the combustor volume while maintaining flame stability. This is
obviously desirable since large combustors require more cooling
flow, are heavier and increase shaft lengths.

2 Swirler Aerodynamics

To reduce the inlet flow velocity enough to achieve adequate
flame stability, the primary-zone inlet includes some form of swirl.
Imparting a high rotation to the incoming flow, radial and axial pres-
sure gradients are created. In strongly swirling flows, the adverse
pressure gradient is enough to induce flow reversal. This phenom-
enon, known as vortex breakdown, creates a toroidal flow reversal
which mixes with the incoming air and fuel. The recirculated mass
flow rate increases with the swirl magnitude [7,8]. The degree of
swirl is expressed in terms of the swirl number ðSNÞ. Huang and
Yang [9] and Palies et al. [10] underline the impact of the swirl
strength on the flame dynamics, with high swirl numbers increasing
the turbulence intensity and flame speed, shortening the flame length.
The net heat release is unchanged due to the enhanced flame speed.

A detailed review on swirling flows can be found in Beer and
Chigier [11], Gupta et al. [12], Sloan et al. [7] and Lefebvre [13],
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while more experimental and prediction work is found in Lilley
[14,15]. The present study investigates the flow field characteris-
tics of an axial swirler, operating within a windmilling engine
environment, relative to nominal operating conditions, using
CFD. The flow’s swirl number is also monitored for changes with
the flight conditions. These results can give an indication of the
subidle flame characteristics, since as stated in Lilley [14], the
phenomena observed and measured in nonreacting flows were
found to be similar in swirling flames. The numerical solver is first
validated against experimental data by Kilik [8]. A brief overview
of a number of studies which compare experimental and numeri-
cal results of swirling flows, is also included.

3 Numerical Modeling of Swirling Flows

Previous studies, using a variety of turbulence models, have
attempted to capture the swirling flow field as accurately as possi-
ble against experimental data. Widmann et al. [16] studied the iso-
thermal airflow through a radial 12-vane-cascade swirl generator,
comparing the k-e standard and renormalization group (RNG)
models of which the former proved inadequate in predicting the
outlet velocity profile. The swirl number from the numerical simu-
lation underpredicts by 50% the value estimated by the geometry
based correlations [11]. The standard k-e model gave inaccurate
predictions in the work of Brum and Samuelsen [17], with large
underestimations of the axial velocity on the center line and poor
prediction of the central toroidal recirculation zone (CTRZ) length
and turbulence intensity. Radial profiles of axial velocity, match
well with the experimental, except in regions close to the swirler
exit. The tangential velocity is well predicted in terms of profile
shape, but overpredicted by ’ 20 to 45%. Davoudzadeh et al.
[18], using a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) k-e Shih
model [19] found that the axial velocity profile on the center
line is well predicted, but the CTRZ length is overpredicted by
’ þ60%. The maximum CFD overestimation of a velocity peak
magnitude is ’ � 2:1 relative to experimental data.

Escue and Cui [20], in an attempt to reproduce the experimental
results by Rocklage-Marliani et al. [21], use both k-e RNG and
Reynolds stress model (RSM). Radial profiles of axial and tangen-
tial velocity are better captured by the k-e RNG model. However
RSM provides better results as the swirl number increases as the
flow is more anisotropic. Weber et al. [22] also show better agree-
ment of the RSM model with experimental data. Turbulence ki-
netic energy decays unrealistically for both the k-e RNG and RSM
models [20]. Concluding, using RANS modeling, over/understi-
mation of peak values by 20–45% in the velocity profiles is com-
mon, and turbulence levels (intensity and kinetic energy) are very
poorly predicted. The k-e realizable turbulence model is rarely
used, even though Mongia [23], found it to match the experimen-
tal results best, among the k-e variants, k-x and RSM turbulence
models. Results from large eddy simulation (LES) and direct nu-
merical simulation (DNS) models are in better agreement with the
experimental measurements relative to RANS [24,25,26], even

though unsteady RANS RSM results gave good agreement with
LES and experimental data [27].

4 Validation of Numerical Solver

4.1 Numerical Model Setup. Steady and incompressible
simulations were run with ANSYS Fluent, with QUICK discreti-
zation. The experimental setup described in Kilik [8] was repli-
cated in the numerical domain. The vanes’ edge profiles (both
inlet and outlet) and sharpness, were not available, while differen-
ces due to manufacturing tolerances for the experimental work,
may also impact the results.

A fully annular domain was used. The swirler (designated S9)
consists of 16 curved vanes, with an aspect ratio of 0.4, 24.3 mm
vane chord length and swirler outer diameter Dsw of 76.2 mm
(refer to Fig. 2). A flat-vaned swirler was also tested (designated
S6), having an aspect ratio of 0.4, 25.4 mm vane chord length, and
outer diameter similar to S9. The vanes were set with an inlet angle
of 0 deg and outlet angle of 50 deg for S9 and 60 deg for S6, rela-
tive to the axis of the swirler. Vane thickness was set at 1 mm. The
swirl number, estimated from swirler geometry, is given as 1.04 for
S9 and 1.51 for S6 [8]. The swirler exhausts into a cylindrical do-
main which, for the validation work, was set as a “pressure outlet”
since the experimental data was taken from an unconfined swirler
setup. A “pressure outlet” boundary condition was found to give
better results than “outflow” (used at the outlet of open channel
flows to model flow exits, where the details of the flow velocity and
pressure are not known prior to solving the flow problem [28]) rela-
tive to the experimental measurements. The operating condition
was set to atmospheric pressure, with a mass flow inlet of
0.06169 kg/s (0.136 lb/s) resulting in an axial velocity of 23.77 m/s
at the swirler face, this also being the value specified for the experi-
mental setup [8]. The total pressure drop (DP) across the swirler
was measured and defined by Kilik [8] as the difference between
swirler inlet total pressure ðPiÞ and atmospheric pressure ðPatmÞ.
The static pressure drop ðDpÞ was measured along the swirler cen-
tral axis.

4.2 Grid Independency. A hex-core (tetrahedral cells on the
walls, hexahedral cells in the remaining volume) unstructured
mesh was used, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Wall functions were used
instead of resolving the boundary layer; thus a yþ of 30–45 was
used on the vane surfaces, as suggested in Ref. [28]. This value of
yþ was maintained for all the models run. A number of different
meshes with increasing density were run until a finer mesh
resulted in no significant change in the results. The selected mesh

Fig. 1 Effect of swirl number on the flame front [14]

Fig. 2 Swirler dimensions (mm)
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has 1:96� 106 elements with the finer 2:5� 106 and 4:3� 106

element meshes showing no change in the velocity profiles, as
shown in Fig. 4.

4.3 Selection of Turbulence Model. Since it is difficult to
determine beforehand which turbulence model will produce the
best agreement with the experimental results, a number of RANS
turbulence models were tested, namely: k-e RNG and realizable,
standard k-x and RSM. The standard k-e model was not consid-
ered since it is known to predict swirling flowfields poorly, mainly
because it neglects the anisotropic viscosity, and the generation of
additional turbulence due to the effect of streamline curvature, as
mentioned in Chatterjee et al. [6] and reported in Widmann et al.
[16]. The two-equation k-e models all suffer from limitations due
to the isotropic eddy viscosity assumption (Boussinesq hypothe-
sis), whereas swirling flows are anisotropic. The validation is
based on the agreement with experimental measurements of: axial
and tangential velocity profiles, total and static pressure drop
across the swirler, and the size and shape of the CTRZ. Despite
repeated efforts, a fully converged 2nd order solution using RSM
could not be obtained, even after starting from a converged 1st
order solution, and thus any RSM results shown are from the con-
verged 1st order RSM solution only. The turbulence intensity was
varied between 2–10% with no change in the circumferentially
averaged velocity profiles, agreeing with Wang et al. [24] were it
is demonstrated that up to 25% turbulence intensity, there is no
effect on the swirling flow pattern.

4.3.1 Recirculation Zone Boundary. In terms of the reverse
flow zone boundary (defined as the locations where U¼ 0), the k-e
realizable model results agree very well with the experimental
points as shown in Fig. 5, having a maximum error of around 2%,
for both zx and zy planes. The k-x model also predicts the

boundary quite well, but overpredicts its length. The k-e RNG is
also unsuitable.

4.3.2 Pressure Drop, Mass Flow and Velocity Profiles. As
shown in Fig. 6, all the models provide a good estimate of both
static and total pressure loss, with most errors being below 4% rela-
tive to experimental. Only the k-x model overestimates signifi-
cantly the static pressure drop. In terms of the mass flow prediction,
Table 1 shows that the percentage errors are very small for both k-e
realizable and RNG models. The circumferentially averaged and
normalized velocity profiles, shown in Fig. 7, again indicate that
the k-e realizable model produces results which align best with the
experimental data. The axial velocity profiles are well captured by
the numerical solver, even at far downstream positions. The tangen-
tial velocity is predicted relatively well close to the swirler, but far
downstream, the magnitude is underpredicted.

4.3.3 Swirl Number. The swirl number characterizes the swirl
intensity. Generally, values above 0.6 indicate a strongly swirling

Fig. 3 Hex-core unstructured mesh

Fig. 4 Grid independency study

Fig. 5 Predicted recirculation zone boundary

Fig. 6 Total and static pressure losses

Table 1 Numerical vs experimental [8] results

CTRZ length (mm) Mass flow (kg/s)

Kilik [8] 244 0.06168
k-e realizable 248 (þ1.6%) 0.06167 (�0.1%)
k-e RNG 306 (þ25.4%) 0.06061 (�1.7%)
k-x 301 (þ23.4%) 0.0592 (�4.0%)
RSM 358 (þ46.7%) 0.0586 (�5.0%)
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flow. Theoretically, the swirl number can be estimated from the
flow parameters using Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) as described by Gupta
et al. [12].

SN ¼
2Gu

GxDsw
(1)

where Gu is the axial flux of swirl momentum, and Gx is the axial
flux of axial momentum, as defined in the following equations:

Gu ¼ 2p
ðRsw

0

qUW þ qU0W0
� �

r2dr (2)

Gx ¼ 2p
ðRsw

0

qU2 þ qU02 þ p� patmð Þ
� �

rdr (3)

Omitting the turbulent shear stresses qU0W0 in Eq. (2) and qU02 in
Eq. (3), the derivation by Rose [29], and Chigier and Chervinsky
[30], described in detail by Beer and Chigier [11], and Sloan et al.
[7], gives:

Gu ¼ 2p
ðRsw

0

UWqr2dr (4)

Gx ¼ 2p
ðRsw

0

qU2 þ p� patmð Þ
� �

rdr (5)

For vanes mounted on a central hub, the integrals of the equations
change, as shown in Eq. (6).

Gu ¼ 2p
ðRsw

Rh

UWqr2dr (6)

The integral limits in Eq. (6) and the definition of the swirl num-
ber were found to vary, as highlighted by Sloan et al. [7]. Gener-
ally it is more common for the swirl number to be predicted using
correlations based on the swirler’s geometrical parameters. For an
axial swirler, Eq. (7) is most commonly used, of which derivation
is outlined in Beer and Chigier [11].

SN ¼
2

3

1� Dh=Dswð Þ3

1� Dh=Dswð Þ2

" #
tana (7)

One should note that all the geometric correlations used to esti-
mate the swirl number SN are usually based on assumptions and
simplifications, such as inviscid flow, uniform axial velocity dis-
tribution, negligible swirl momentum losses, and even omission
of the pressure term in Eq. (5). Additionally, the velocity profiles
created by various swirlers can lead to very different flow pat-
terns, but with the same swirl strengths (i.e., SN). When uncoupled
from its velocity distributions SN is therefore no more than an in-
dication of the relative swirl intensity for a particular swirler [7].

Experimental work on radial-type swirlers by Sheen et al. [5],
shows that the degree of swirl is dependent on the flow’s Reynolds
number (defined using the volumetric mean axial velocity and the
diameter of the circular bluff body). For the same vane geometry,
the swirl number was found to increase with Reynolds number
while for Re > 3000, the swirl number was found to be independ-
ent of it. This is of significant importance for the current study
since under windmilling conditions, the swirler Reynolds number
is likely to be very small due to the low air flow rates and pres-
sure. The swirl number, calculated using Eq. (1) at several posi-
tions along the swirler axis, starts from a value of approximately
0.7, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Therefore, the geometrical correlation
(which in Ref. [8] gives a value of 1.04) tends to over-predict the
swirl number, as mentioned and explained in Widmann et al. [16].
The swirl number decays with the distance downstream, and this
decay is also similar to the one reported in Ref. [16].

On the basis of the above validation exercise, the k-e realizable
turbulence model was selected and used for the rest of the study.
It is important to mention that the experimental velocity profiles
are based on measurements taken from a single point at each
radial position, and have a 15% repeatability error [8]. It is, there-
fore, likely, that the experimental measurements were taken in
regions of local maxima or minima, and thus do not represent the
overall averaged velocity profile. The numerical data from the
CFD is circumferentially averaged, and therefore for better com-
parison, Fig. 9 shows both the repeatablity error for the experi-
mental work, and the maximum, minimum and circumferentially
averaged velocities found at each radial position.

5 Simulations at Windmilling Conditions

With the numerical solver validated, the domain was converted
to a confined configuration (representing the swirler within a com-
bustor volume with walls) and run at subidle windmilling condi-
tions. Experimental data in terms of total pressure tappings from
various stations inside a turbojet engine, are presented by Vincent
et al. [1]. These were derived from simulated conditions inside an
altitude test rig. An estimate for the combustor’s boundary condi-
tions under windmilling conditions is found in Read [31], and
assumes that half the inlet dynamic head is lost in the compressor.
As illustrated in Fig. 10, the assumption is valid up to a flight
Mach 0.5, above which the results diverge from the experimental
measurements. These characteristics however depend on the
accessories attached to the compressor. Additionally, while the
cold total pressure loss across the combustor is assumed to remain
constant [31] at around 5%, this was found to vary from 1%–10%
with flight Mach number. For this study, the experimental
measurements at windmilling conditions were used (see Table 2).
The boundary conditions used for the groundstart simulations were
taken from experimental pressure readings from a modern civil high-
bypass turbofan start just before ignition. This was done by taking
the reading just before a step increase in the combustion chamber
pressure is noticed, which indicates that ignition has occurred.

Fig. 7 Normalized velocity profiles Fig. 8 Swirl number deterioration
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6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Velocity Profiles and Scalability. The axial velocity dis-
tribution (Fig. 11) indicates a decay in the central recirculation
zone strength, deteriorating from �45 m/s at flight Mach 0.8, to
�15 m/s for flight Mach 0.4. Similar trends are observed in the

axial (U) and tangential (W) velocity profiles (Figs. 12(a)–12(d)).
The velocity profiles were normalized using the swirler inlet veloc-
ity (Ui). Such profiles (Figs. 12(e)–12(h) and Fig. 13), converge
towards a single curve except for the low flight Mach number cases.
This suggests that the low Reynolds number in the latter conditions
has a significant influence, with the fluid viscosity becoming more
dominant. This seems to occur at Revane < 11; 500, as defined using
the vane span, and shown in Fig. 14. It is standard practice to run
experimental tests at nominal conditions, and scale the parameters
down to the operating condition of interest [32]. Results in

Fig. 10 Windmilling boundary conditions

Fig. 9 Numerical versus experimental profiles: flat and curved vanes

Table 2 Subidle boundary conditions

Windmilling alt. 9144 m

Groundstart
(exp. data) M0.8 M0.7 M0.6 M0.49 M0.4

Pc ðkPaÞ 394.9 40.1 36.9 34.7 32.8 31.8
Pt ðkPaÞ 375.2 36 35 33.1 32 31.3
Tc ðKÞ 473 287 273 262 251 243
Ui ðm=sÞ 87.1 108.8 71.6 63.1 43.4 36.3
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Figs. 12(e)–12(h) show that for high flight Mach number cases,
axial and tangential profiles can be scaled with good accuracy
when normalized. For low flight Mach numbers, the velocity pro-
files are not scalable.

6.2 Swirl Number. The swirl number was calculated using
the parameters extracted from the numerical solution. As illus-
trated in Fig. 15, relative to the groundstart case, the value at the
swirler face is very low, suggesting a swirling flow of weak inten-
sity, corresponding to a reduction in recirculating mass flow as
shown in Fig. 11 and experimentally verified by Kilik [8]. As pre-
viously mentioned, this reduction in swirl number will impact the
flame dynamics, reducing the flame speed and increasing its
length (refer to Fig. 1), possibly reducing the flame stability due
to the low level of turbulence, recirculation and mixing with
incoming air and fuel. The swirl number decays gradually with
the distance downstream, until it attains a value similar to the
groundstart condition. A correlation between the swirl number

Fig. 11 Axial velocity along swirler axis

Fig. 12 Subidle velocity profiles
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and the swirler inlet conditions was derived. The swirl number
was found to be linearly related to the swirler inlet dynamic head,
divided by the domain inlet total pressure relative to the free
stream conditions. The swirl number will continue to increase
with this parameter until it reaches the original design value. The
correlation given in Eq. (8), gives an r2 of 0.998 and RMSE of
0.0018 (see Fig. 16). In a more general form, a and b are charac-
teristic of the swirler, Eq. (8) can be written as Eq. (9).

SN ¼ �0:0189þ 1:2208
0:5qU2

i

Pc � patm

� �
(8)

SN ¼ aþ b
0:5qU2

i

Pc � patm

� �
(9)

This relation shows that for low power conditions, the swirl in-
tensity is not a constant value that can be simply predicted from

the geometrical correlations, but is highly dependent on the oper-
ating conditions. The general application of the correlation for
similar swirler designs was verified by simulating the flat vaned
swirler (S6) under the same windmilling conditions, as shown in
Fig. 16. The measured swirl number shows a similar, linear rela-
tionship with the swirler inlet dynamic head. The groundstart
swirl number for both swirlers also fits in this relationship demon-
strating its applicability for any subidle condition and its use in
predicting the changes in flame characteristics at subidle. The sim-
ulations show a reduced rotation imparted by the swirler to the
flow under conditions of low mass flow rate.

This results in low tangential velocities and a weak swirl under
subidle conditions, reducing the adverse pressure gradient required
by the flow to create a reverse flow region. The effect is visible in
Fig. 11. The velocity magnitude of the reversing flow is reduced,
suggesting a recirculation zone of weaker intensity and low reverse
mass flow rate. The study also demonstrates that using scaled ve-
locity profiles for numerical simulations were the swirler is not
included, is valid except under low flight speed windmilling condi-
tions. In such cases, low Reynolds number effects influence the ve-
locity profile. In practical terms, the results achieved show that for
relight simulations at high flight Mach numbers, the swirler geome-
try can be omitted and substituted with a scaled velocity profile.

7 Conclusions

Numerical simulations were run to study the swirler flow field
under subidle conditions. The solver was first validated against
experimental data under atmospheric and unconfined conditions.
The model was then subjected to total pressure boundary condi-
tions obtained from experimental data of a windmilling engine
operating at various flight Mach numbers. Results from the simu-
lations provided the following conclusions:

• The k-e realizable model was found to best capture the swirl-
ing flow relative to the experimental measurements in terms
of: the axial and tangential velocity profiles, static and total
pressure drops, air mass flow rate, and the boundary and
shape of the reverse flow region. Turbulence kinetic energy
was not accurately predicted.

• For subidle conditions, normalized flow fields were found to
be similar except for flight Mach numbers of 0.4 and 0.49
were the vane Reynolds number was less than 11,500. This
indicates that the flow field is scalable within a reasonable
degree of accuracy when Revane � 11; 500 and therefore com-
plex combustor simulations can be simplified by applying the
scaled velocity profiles as inlet boundary conditions. This
however cannot be done for lower vane Reynolds numbers.

• The swirl number at the swirler face for the windmilling
cases was found to be much smaller than the validation and
groundstart cases. Both the grounstarting and validation case
feature similar swirl numbers at the swirler exit. For windmilling,
this value is approximately 65% lower, indicating a large

Fig. 14 Vane Reynolds number

Fig. 13 Normalized axial velocity along swirler axis

Fig. 15 Swirl number for subidle conditions

Fig. 16 Swirl number correlation for subidle conditions
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decay of the swirl intensity at such conditions. The reduction
in swirl number is accompanied by a weaker recirculation
zone, as demonstrated by the lower velocity magnitudes of
the reversing flow along the central axis.

• A linear correlation exists between the swirl number and the
swirler inlet conditions, providing a relatively accurate pre-
diction (RMSE of 0.0018 and r2 of 0.998). The correlation’s
applicability to single-annular swirlers of similar design was
verified through simulations of a second flat-vaned swirler.
Results from groundstart simulations of both swirlers also
agree with the correlation’s prediction, demonstrating its va-
lidity for subidle operations. The dependency of the flame dy-
namics on the swirl number makes such a correlation useful
for determining the expected dynamics of the flame under
altitude relight conditions.
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Nomenclature

CTRZ ¼ central toroidal recirculation zone
D ¼ diameter (mm)

DNS ¼ direct numerical simulation
LES ¼ large eddy simulation

P ¼ total pressure (kPa)
p ¼ static pressure (kPa)
r ¼ radial distance (mm)
R ¼ radius (mm)

Re ¼ Reynolds number
RSM ¼ Reynolds stress model

RANS ¼ Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes
RMS ¼ root mean square
RNG ¼ renormalization group

SN ¼ swirl number
U ¼ axial velocity (m/s)
W ¼ tangential velocity (m/s)
z ¼ distance along swirler axis (mm)

Subscripts

atm ¼ atmospheric value
vane ¼ swirler vane

c ¼ compressor exit value
sw ¼ swirler outer diameter

h ¼ swirler inner diameter (hub)
i ¼ vane inlet
n ¼ upstream of swirler
t ¼ turbine inlet value

Greek Symbols

a ¼ swirler vane angle (deg)
D ¼ difference or drop
q ¼ density (kg=m3)
l ¼ dynamic viscosity (Pa � s)
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